
 

 

Bremen, GA – August 1, 2021: Shareable Forms, a company that specializes in converting Ambulatory 
Surgical Centers and other medical offices from paper charting methods to interactive electronic 
medical records, announced a partnership with Conclusn, a top-rated analytics company that helps 
medical practices rapidly make insight-driven business decisions. Having integrated the data collected 
from Shareable Forms EMRs to Conclusn’s medical record data platform, Shareable Forms now offers a 
cutting-edge clinical documentation and analytics solution. 

“At Shareable Forms, our focus is providing a user-friendly clinical documentation tool that makes 
provider’s lives easier compared to charting a patient encounter on paper,” says Bobby Mehan, CEO of 
Shareable Forms. “In doing that, these practices immediately start collecting data about how they 
provide patient care, outcomes data, tools and supplies, and other practice methods. As easy as it is to 
implement our solution, it’s hard sometimes for practices to comprehend just how much data we collect 
for them and what can be done with it.” 

“That’s where we come in,” says Michael Isaac, Conclusn CEO. “Conclusn helps practices generate 
insights from Shareable Forms and other data sources to improve outcomes, increase patient 
satisfaction, drive premium conversions and improve operational processes. Shareable Forms and 
Conclusn are natural partners, and we are excited to offer our business intelligence services to 
Shareable Forms customers.” 

Shareable Forms and Conclusn share the same overall goal – making medical practices more efficient 
and intelligent – and now have the ability to share data to meet that goal. Conclusn will be able to 
retrieve data immediately from Shareable Forms databases and then process that data on a regular 
basis for Shareable Forms customers. “It’s a win-win-win,” says Mehan. “Shareable Forms and Conclusn 
win because we can expand our offerings to practices all over the country. And, our customers win by 
having flexible, interactive, and intelligent solutions to their charting and business intelligence needs. 

ABOUT SHAREABLE FORMS: 

Acquired by Strategic Management Consultants, LLC in 2018, Shareable Forms provides simple, 
accurate, and secure ways to track patient encounters on an iPad. Electronic Medical Records (EMR) are 
then immediately and securely stored in the cloud and made available to everyone who requires access 
to that information on other connected devices. Practices can audit and sign documents – and digital 
forms are built with tools to streamline data entry and make that data more accurate and dependable. 
Practices who partner with Shareable Forms can save up to 50% when compared to the costs of 
creating, collecting, and storing paper charts. 



ABOUT CONCLUSN: 

Formed in 2018, Conclusn offers more than just reports and dashboards to medical practices. Conclusn 
is a true business partner with decades of medical practice, data science, and analytics experience all 
focused on one goal—providing actionable insights that make practices more successful and more 
profitable. 

 

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS: 

Except for the historical information contained herein, the matters discussed in the press release are 
forward-looking statements within the meaning of the safe-harbor provisions of the Private Securities 
Litigation Reform Act of 1995.  These forward-looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties 
that may cause actual results to differ materially, including but not limited to economic, competitive, 
governmental, and technological factors affecting the Companies’ operations, markets, services and 
related products, prices, and other factors. 


